
 

SCRIBE REPORT  

RUN 1903 
Saturday 1st April 2023 

Campari, Mannekin Pis 

Rawai - Soi Naya 
 

 

 

Phuket Hashers 91, Virgins 8, Visitors 4, Visiting Hashers 1 

 
The Pre-Run 

This week’s walk/run location was just about 750 metres from Nai Harn Lake on the edge of a rubber 

plantation behind some houses on Soy Naya. The Laager site could be reached through a narrow road with 

walls either side that led to the rubber plantation. By the time we arrived parking was at near capacity and 

we had to reverse all the way out and park down another alleyway. The demeanour of the ‘parking 

attendants’ at this juncture was also showing some signs of stress. 

 

The Run and Hares 

Hares this week were Campari and Mannekin Pis.  Run master Joxy Moron stepped in to explain the rules 

of the Hash to Virgins and Visiting hashers and also announced that a hign level decision had been made to 

select the role of Hash Horn from a different demographic group of the Hash i.e. a lady Hasher with On The 

Game  selected for the role. Her demonstration of the Hash calls was good proof that she knows how to 

blow things!!. 

Mannekin Pis stepped in to give the instructions for the run  – apparently the lead hare Campari (according 

to MP) was nowhere to be found and was assumed still wrestling 

with parking attendant duties.  

MP gave details of the run and walk saying the run should only be 

attempted by those who have a good level of fitness. Others were 

recommended to attempt the walk only. Runners would be on 

multicolour only and were invited to leave in the direction indicated 

by MP.  The walkers were requested to stay back for separate 

instructions. MP also held up a sample of tokens that may be found 

on the run and if brought back may result in some sort of prize being 

awarded to the holder. 

As I am so fit (ha!) I opted for the run but my decision was probably 

more swayed by the activities of the inner sanctum of spies who had 

been monitoring the recent activities of MP on Strava so thought 

they had a fairly good idea of what the run route would likely be. So 

off we set but not quite in the direction expected and proceeded to 

get into some heavy uphill going with nice bits of rope strategically 

placed to help us up. Although still going up we ended up on some 

much more well worn tracks which I recognised as one of the routes 

up to Black Rock which then aligned with the spy ring’s 

understanding. So on up we went and as we neared the top and 

getting nice far reaching views out to sea on the way we started to 

veer to the right and head back down one of the ATV tracks.  This 



continued for a while until we did a further sharp right back into the rubber which had been recently cleared 

so made the going easy. Next down another track with a further sharp right under a barbed wire fence.  At 

this juncture we had not heard the horn for a while but we continued on the paper that we found.  It did 

disappear for a short distance then we found it again.  We then arrived at a point whether the paper went 

both left and right and appeared to have pink paper going to the right. This we followed to the right but 

eventually this petered out.  We were wondering what to do and then heard the horn to our left which also 

sounded like it was coming toward us.  So we back tracked a little toward the Horn and then found paper 

basically going in the direction that would bring us back to the Laager site.  We started following the paper 

and at the same point could hear the horn getting closer.  At his juncture I was also thinking we had every 

chance to ‘win’ the Hash this week.  However I was also suffering a wardrobe function in that my shorts 

were starting to fall down and I was in danger of losing my car keys.  So I continued for a while like this but 

was losing ground to some of the FRB’s. Eventually I had to stop and sort myself out. By the time I got going 

gain a few more had passed and then we entered a series of zig zags with the people behind short cutting 

to get ahead. Eventually got back to the Laager site in a respectable time but winning will have to wait for 

another day or life!! 

 

The Circle 

GM  started the circle by calling in the Hares and the Hash horn for a drink and thanking them for their time 

and efforts.  and also made the comment that if you thought that run was hard he had it on good authority 

that it was a down graded version of a much tougher run.  There was mention of pink paper and that it 

would be discussed later. Repressed One was asked to give his verdict of the Horn  His comments were 

unprintable 

 

Lucky Lek was called in for Annoumen which he did.  

I somehow missed the announcements but think it centrered around this being the first week for Outstation  

Registration. There would also have been mention of the forthcoming Tinman run on 5th April. Details of both 

on the Website. 

MP  came into say that anybody lucky enough to collect a token will get them a free beer the cost of which 

will be to MP’s account. 

 

Returners and Leavers  There were a few returners and leavers with most of the leavers due to return later 

in the year.  However two leavers will not be returning so it was a sad farewell to long term hashers Jungle 

Balls (414 runs) and Clitmas Pussy (393 runs) who have both been GM’s in their time with the various 

Phuket Hashes. We hope they may make the occasional return visit and wish them all the very best for the 

future. 

 

Registrars Jaws and Invisible Man were called in to list the Virgins of which there were many – 8 to be 

precise and I think they all came into the Circle. Organisation seemed rather dismal with IM losing it for a 

while but eventually the dastardly deed was done. 

 

Visiting Hashers  – One Visiting Hasher this week – Mary Poppins from Chiang Mai  

 

Hash Shirts   One shirt this week for Invisible Man – 200 Runs.  

 

Steward Spot -  This week’s Steward spot went to a virgin steward Ice Humper.  He commenced with 

calling in the Hares for a down down. IH first asked who actually was the lead Hare and MP continued with 

his stance that Campari was that person. IH mentioned about parking issues at the Laager site - MP’s view 

was that any issues were down to the lead Hare.  IH noted all this and then invited in Johnny to help with 

the downs downs which rather than the usual beer would be with a snort of Jägermeister.   



They then continued with a game of ‘Rock, scissors, paper‘ but with a slight difference. The participants 

were blindfolded (MP and Campari) and each time they lost a round they would get poked in the bollocks 

with a stick. First to win three rounds was the overall winner. They never quite got that far. 

A great spot from Ice Humper 

  

Run Offences etc   

Run offences this week covered such aspects as Skipping, beer token, raising beer prices, beer token, 

cheating bastard, beer token, fire hazard, beer token, bald impressions, beer token, smiling impediment, 

beer token, barbed wire confusion, beer token, vomiting pussy, beer token, hidden butt plug knowledge, 

beer token, running inability, beer token, walking the walk, beer token, wood something, beer token, not 

registering, beer token, loose knicker elastic, beer token. 

 

Promoters were Fungus, GM, Mannekin Pis, Jungle Balls, Tootsie, Piss Drinker, Philthy Pisshead, 

Clitmas Pussy, WhoThe Fuck Is Alice, Ice Humper, Top Off, etc.  

 

Offensive ones were Invisible Man, Julian, Up The Back, Philthy Bitch, GM, Campari, AvLasagne, Piss 

Drinker, Top Off, Jungle Balls, Lucky Lek, Asterix, Rusty Nail, Invisible Man, Who The Fuck Is Alice, 

Too Old Too Fuck, Lizard Eating Cunt, What Do You Mean etc. etc. 

 

Joxy Moron led the proceedings for the Hashit initially apologising for his apparent aggressive nature last 

week. He said he had corrected this duing the week by suggesting his neighbour stab his screaming child 

but only in a passive aggressive manner. 

With regard to this week’s Hares he praised them for stepping up at the last moment to Hare the run, good 

pre-run briefing and instructions, good paper laying mostly and a good walk/run.  The vote for Hashit was 

left to the assembled throng but Piss Drinker interjected and said he had never ever heard a Hasher call for 

beer prices to be increased. However this price increase was suggested by Philthy Pisshead who was 

celebrating his 60th birthday and thought the extra money collected could go toward a present for him. 

Not much support from the other Hashers for this but were more than happy to giving him the Hashit for this 

week and probably many weeks to come.. 

 

GM then announced the first boat was arriving (oh sorry!  wrong week) and the Circle was declared closed. 

  

 

On On! 

Sweaty Bollox 

The Official Hash Scribe 

 www.phuket-hhh.com 

 

PS I am now gone – Bobagob is now the lead Scribe.  Please support him in any way you can. See you all 

later in the year. On On. 

http://www.phuket-hhh.com/

